
 
 
Finished Quilt Size:    about   68 x 112 cm 
 
Fabric from the series: 37  Quilters Dream 
 
Fabric for the Top:  (1.12 m fabric width) 
 

-200 light-yellow  leaves  15 cm 
-202 yellow   leaves  15 cm 
-203 ochre   leaves  15 cm 
-204 orange   leaves  20 cm 
-205 orange-red  leaves  20 cm 
-206 light-red   leaves  20 cm 
-207 gold-brown  leaves  20 cm 
-300 middle-brown background and leavesr 20 cm 
-301 brown  background  15 cm 
-302 dark-brown background  15 cm 
-303 grey-brown background  20 cm 
-304 violet-brown background  15 cm 
-306 middle brown background  10 cm 
-307 deep darkbrown background  10 cm 
-308 dark violet-brown background  10 cm 
-400 deep dark red  leaves  15 cm 
-603 dark-blue background  10 cm 
 
Fabric for backing:    (1.40 m fabric width) 
matching to Top:    75 cm 
 
Binding:     37 - 805 green-black  25 cm 
 
Batting:    1.50 m width  75 cm 
 
A small remark in advance:  

This is a quilt that needs to play with color! 
Take the picture just to help you. Rely on your own 
instict and vary as you like! 

One leaf in general is sewn out of one fabric. But 
you can also combine different fabrics within the same 
range of color. 

All „leaf-fabrics“ are also used in the background 
both as square and as triangle. The blue squares and 
triangles scattered all over the background are very 
important to the effect the design. 
 
Cutting und Assembly: 

 

Steam press all fabrics carefully! 
 

Use a 0,75 cm seam allowance!! 
 

The basic squares and triangle-squares have a 
finished size of 3 x 3 cm. 

The square used for the tip of the big leaf has a 
finished size of 6 x 6 cm. 

So you have to cut squares 4,5 x 4,5 cm; 
For cutting fast triangle-squares use the following 

technique: 
First draw 6 squares (5,5 x 5,5 cm)centered on a 

sheet of paper (DINA4), draw all lines quite a lot 
longer than the rectangle of 11 x 16,5 cm. Then 
draw diagonal lines in every square (see drawing 1 
page 2). 

Now cut rectangles 11 x 16,5 cm each out of 
„leaf-fabric“ and „background-fabric“  (very 
precisely). Place the rectangles right sides together 
and press. Put the combination exatly  

 

 
onto your drawing. The longer lines will still be 
seen! 

Put a ruler on the fabric and paper and copy with 
a pencil carefully the lines onto the fabric.  Take 
both layers very carefully and sew foot wide on 
both sides of the diagonal lines. 

Place the sewed rectangle on your cutting mat 
and cut the drawn lines using the rotary cutter 
(according to drawing). 

 

Now open up the triangles and press the seam 
allowance to the darker side. 

You have got 12 triangle-squares, enough for 3 
leaves. 

Fabrics, you have got just 10 cm, cut into rectangles 
5,5 x 16,5 cm and go on as described before. 
 
Small leaf: 

 

Sew the small leaves  – according to drawing 2 on 
page 2 – you need 9 squares (2x background, 4x 
triangle-square background/leaf and 3x leaf). Press 
the seam allowances to both sides! 

 
Big leaf: 

 

Cut a template 6 x 6 cm for the tip of the leaf 
(drawing 3 page 2) out of a piece of cardboard. 
Draw the outline of the template onto the according 
fabric and cut with a rough seam allowance.  Sew 
along the drawn line 2 pieces of background fabric 
on each side.  Press the seams to the sides, then 
trim the rough square to a precise square of 7,5 x 
7,5 cm. 

 

Sew the big leaves – according to drawing 4 on 
page 2 – together (7x leaf, 4x triangle-square 
background/leaf, 1x tip of the leaf and 1x background) 
and press the seam allowances to both sides 

 
Assembling: 

 

First sew the number of big and small leaves you 
need.  Place them on the floor or a design wall and 
play with the arrangement until you are satisfied. 

Then fill in the background piece by piece with 
squares und triangle-squares. Use background fabrics 
mainly, but also several leaf fabrics and some blue 
pieces as well. 

 

Assemble the top. Press the seam allowances of the 
background squares to both sides, and the seam 
allowances of the leaves outer edge towards the 
leaves! 

 
Finishing: 

 

Center and layer the quilt top and batting over the 
backing and baste very carefully. 

 

Quilt the outlines of the leaves in the ditch and stich 
the stalk with a narrow zigzag in a matching color.   

 

For the binding sew the 4 strips to a long chain 
together, press it into a half (3cm) and sew the binding 
to the quilt. 
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Drawings to the instructions: 
„Autumn leaves“ 
 

Drawing 1 Instruction for fast triangel squares. 
Solid lines are drawing and cutting 
lines. Pointed lines are sewing lines. 

 
 
 
 
 

             
 
Drawing 2 Scheme with cutting and sewing lines 
  for the Tipp of the big leaf. 
 
 
 
 
 

               
 
Drawing 3 Scheme of the small leaf 
  Pointed pieces: leaf fabric 
  White pieces: background fabric 
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Drawing 4 Scheme for the big leaf,  

pointed pieces: leaf fabricf 
white pieces: Background fabric 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Good luck sewing and lots of joy with the finished 

quilt! 
Your STOF-Team 
 

Design and completion  Annegret Wichitill 
Instruction:   Cornelia Falk 

Januar 2005 


